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wellesley college honor code

As a Wellesley College student,
I will act with honesty, integrity, and respect.
In making this commitment, I am accountable to
the community and dedicate myself to a life of honor.

program

Welcome

INVOCATION
REMARKS

BENEDICTION & Closing
Hymn

Alexander Diesl, College Marshal and Theresa Mall 
Mullarkey Associate Professor of Mathematics

the anna and samuel pinanski prize for excellence in teaching

Angela Bahns
Associate Professor of Psychology

Amy Banzaert
Lecturer in Engineering; Director of Engineering Studies

Daniela Rivera
Barbara Morris Caspersen Associate Professor of Humanities; 
Associate Professor of Art

The Pinanski Teaching Prize is awarded annually 
to members of the Wellesley College faculty to 
honor fine teaching. The Prize may be awarded 
to as many as three members of the faculty each 
year, preferably one in each of the College’s 
three academic areas: humanities, social sciences, 
and natural sciences. The Prize recognizes a 
particular strength, some style or method or 
course, or some other describable event that 
has been especially successful. The community 
does not know the names of the recipients 
until they are announced at Commencement.

2020 pinanski teaching prize recipients

Jacquelina Marquez, Dean of Religious and Spiritual Life
Paula A. Johnson, President

Andrew Shennan, Provost and Lia Gelin Poorvu ’56 Dean of 
the College

Tatiana Ivy Moise ’21, College Government President

Hope D’Erasmo ’21, Chief Justice

Jacquelina Marquez 

“To Alma Mater,” Wellesley College Choir (recording)

The carillon, led by Margaret Angelini ’82, will play prior to the ceremony for those on campus.



undergraduate prizes

american chemical society 
undergraduate award in 
analytical chemistry
Lucille Tsao ’21

barnette miller 
foundation essay prize
Grace Wong ’21

barnette miller 
foundation prize in 
comparative politics
Sam Lai ’21

paul r. barstow award for 
theatrical excellence
Kimberly Burton ’21

ralph h. bollard prize 
for distinction in 
american history
Kyra Wilson ’21

natalie bolton faculty 
prize in econometrics
Sarah Chang ’21
Qihan Deng ’21
Haiyi Zhang ’21

nathalie buchet  
fellowship
June Ofstedal ’21

camellia collaborative 
excellence 
leadership award
Kayli Hattley ’22
Catherine Larson ’22
Iris (Mohan) Li ’22
Isabel Ortiz ’22
Leanne Shen ’22
Marie Tan ’21

camellia emerging 
leadership award
Josie Kuchta ’23

camellia inclusive 
leadership award
Danielle Aldrett ’21
Shania Baldwin ’21
Paula DeAnda ’21
Dayna De La Cruz ’21
Nallely Esparza ’21
Izabelle Fernandez ’21
Kimberly Hernandez ’21
Emely Larios ’21
May Liew ’21
Abigail Parakoyi ’21

johanna mankiewicz davis 
prize for prose fiction
Ashley Anderson DS

kathryn wasserman 
davis ’28 art prize
Stephanie Fan ’22

ella smith elbert ’88 prize
Frannie Adams ’21

english department 
prize for excellence 
in translation
Cheryl Wang ’23

elizabeth vogel falk prize 
in german
Katie Christoph ’21

isabelle eastman fisk 
performance prize 
for acting
Micah Fong ’22

carlo françois prize for 
excellence in french
Saanthia Bulchandani ’21
Becca Cox ’22

french house award in 
cultural studies
Stella Ho ’22

fannie lou hamer prize in 
africana studies
Jordan Synodi ’21

martha davenport heard 
prize in mathematics
Tantan Dai ’22
Yangqing Li ’22
Aiyana Spear ’22
Abigail White ’22

germaine lafeuille prize 
in french
Sophie Barowsky ’21

sara f. langer memorial 
award in geosciences 
Desirae Thorne ’21
Jannitta Yao ’21

mary c. lyons prize 
for writing
Ashley Anderson DS
Claire Cheek ’21

agnes f. perkins prize 
for prose
Funing Yang ’22

charlotte paul 
reese ’38 memorial prize 
for creativity in writing
Sophia Saco ’22

laura sperazi memorial 
award for service
Olivia Feldman ’21
Grace Jackson ’22

dudley folk templeton 
memorial prize in religion
Stephanie Fan ’22
Anna Hedinger ’23

three generations prize 
for writing in the arts 
and humanities
Emily Martin ’21

three generations prize 
for writing in the 
social sciences
Alyssa Robins ’22

three generations prize 
for first-year writing 
fall 2019
Jules Gabellini ’23
Andreea Sabau ’23

three generations prize 
for first-year writing 
spring 2019
Tatia Bolkvadze ’22

virginia wainwright 
sonnet prize
Margaret Olmsted ’21

ethel folger williams 
prize in german
Olivia Davis ’22
Hope Ferris ’22
Amy Lin ’22

woodrow wilson prize in 
political theory
Claire Hayhow ’21

florence annette wing 
memorial prize for 
lyric poetry
Matilda Berke ’21

mary ann youngren 
memorial award in 
critical reading
Lily Herold ’22
Angela Zhao ’21

For full descriptions of each of the above prizes, visit wellesley.edu/studentprizes.


